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The city of Jerusalem has been a favourite
topic of historians over the centuries.
Surrounded by its magnificent stone wall,
the Old City appears to admirers as a vast,
open museum that boasts among its exhibits
narrow alleys and vaulted markets, ancient
remains and holy shrines and a unique
mixture of inhabitants. Under the Muslim
Ottoman empire, Arab, Jewish, Christian,
Armenian and Greek communities, to cite
just a few, lived one next to the other.1
Nonetheless, ownership of the city has
always been disputed. What is more, as Elias
Sanbar says,

The Mt. Zion Crusader-era church rehabilitated
by Franciscan monks in the 14th century, and used
as a monastery until 1552.
Source: www.sacred-destinations.com,
© Bettina and Dominique Zygmont.

La question de Jérusalem ne peut être
séparée de la question de Palestine. Certes, le
prestige unique de la Ville sainte, sacralisée
avec la même ferveur par les trois religions
monothéistes, la présence sur son sol d’un
grand nombre de lieux de culte dont certains
se chevauchent et parfois se confondent, enfin
les passions qu’elle a déchaînées à travers
l’histoire et qui l’ont plusieurs fois mise à
feu et à sang, justifient qu’on lui réserve un
traitement à part.2
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This study is not aimed at tracing the historical roots of the city of Jerusalem, but
exploring relationships, if any, among various cultural and religious communities
within sixteenth century Jerusalem. My research focuses on Jerusalem as a
precedent and a model for trying to understand, through administrative documents,
statistics, and personal and historical accounts, how different communities lived side
by side.
In order to analyze these political, social, and religious dynamics, I have examined
primary and secondary sources, including documents, memoirs and the research of
others, and will use these to examine significant aspects of everyday life.
Recollections from the Franciscan apostolic mission in Jerusalem were scrutinized
alongside sixteenth century shari’a court records from the Jerusalem Sijill (Islamic
court archives). The Sijill’s documents have been collected and translated by Amnon
Cohen in his work A World Within: Jewish Life as Reflected in Muslim Court
Documents from the sijill of Jerusalem (XVIth Century). As the title suggests, the
work concentrates on the Jewish community. The Franciscan recollections provide a
different lens through which to observe urban life in this period; although incidents
are not be the same as those in Cohen’s work, there is the possibility of samples of
interaction. Moreover, those examples, if considered in their proper cultural and
historical context, will shed light on the Ottoman-Muslim system of coexistence.
After presenting those elements in an analytical fashion, I will make some general
observations based on scientifically-relevant aspects of the discussion.

Heuristic Value of Local Sources
In past decades, new approaches and methodologies have been elaborated to examine
the history and institutions of the Near East. As the leading Ottomanist Halil Inalcik
states, since WWII the history of the Ottoman Empire has focused mainly on
military and diplomatic events.3 Eventually, the historiographic trend started by the
French school of Annales and Fernand Braudel’s Civilizations and Mediterranean
Empire in the age of Philip II paved the way for new perspectives on the study of
the Muslim world. The Ottoman Empire was included as a key actor in the history
of the Mediterranean basin and scholars oriented their research towards sources and
materials that elucidated not a linear but a problematic history.4
In this sense, the pioneering study of Bernard Lewis, “The Ottoman Archives
as a Source for the History of the Arab Lands”5 highlighted this newly-acquired
awareness–becoming familiar with archival resources, forms of document listings, and
specific categories such as the ‘muhimme defterleri’ (imperial register), ‘jyzie’(polltax), and ‘tahrir’ (survey of tax paying population). These tools provided opportunities
for investigating expressions of local life according to the organizations of the state
and the conceptual structures of Ottoman-Muslim life.6 Lewis himself emphasized that
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historical analysis of collective life that focuses solely on either personalities or events
is fated to a limited knowledge of real life, daily activities, and cultural constructions.

About the “Croniche di Terra Santa”
The recollections collected in the manuscript entitled “Croniche di Terra Santa”
(“Chronicles of the Holy Land”) view the region as part of an ecclesiastical system of
administration. When the first Capitolo Generale (General Assembly) of the Minor
Friars’ Order met in 1217, St. Francis of Assisi proposed, among the principles for
ruling the newly-constituted order, the division of the world into provinces where
the gospel was to be spread. The province of the Holy Land (Terra di Promissione)
was one of these.7 The chronicles about this region, then, outline events that occurred
between 1304 and 1636. Their author was Father Verniero da Montepeloso who was
responsible for the convent of the Custody of the Holy Land from 1634 to 1636 (his
title was ‘Guardian Father’) and he dedicated himself to gathering together historical
materials, official documents and other relevant papers.8
The Franciscan presence in the region was registered from 1333 when Brother
Ruggero Garini obtained the St. Cenacolo convent on Mount Zion from the Sultan of
Egypt, after which, through the generosity of Queen Sancia of Naples, the Franciscan
monks were able to settle there. The official recognition of the mission from the Holy
See, though, came only afterwards, when the papal bulls “Gratias agimus” and “Nuper
carissimae” in 1342 established the code for a new religious organization: the Custody
of the Holy Land.9
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Father Gerolamo Golubovich, in charge
of collecting all the documents of the Franciscan presence in the Holy land, decided
to publish within his ample edition Biblioteca bio-bibliografica della Terra Santa e
dell’Oriente Francescano, the manuscript that concerns us here.
The work deserves in-depth study, as the complexity of Golubovich’s editing and his
generous notes and commentaries create a large critical appendix within the volume
itself that merits accurate palaeographic study. I, however, have decided to use it as it
appears: a personal viewpoint on Jerusalem.
The edition is divided into six books, and from the beginning, the apologetic tone
is clear.10 Each book contains sections of documents regarding the missionaries;
apostolic activities; a description of the Holy Land and its sites; a catalogue of records
and other official writings; a register of alms and other expenses, and memories
and events. In the second book, for example, a variety of Christian “nations”11 is
mentioned. But the portrait is not free of prejudice: inhabitants are divided into
believers and unbelievers. The former are Catholics or “Latins”, together with the
Oriental brethrens–Copts and Assyrians. The later include heretics and Muslims.
The adjective applied to Orthodox Christians is “schismatic”; among them we find
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three other congregations: Greek, Georgians, and Serbs. In a detailed report, other
derogatory attributes are applied to these groups.12 The vast jurisdiction that the
Orthodox patriarch enjoyed over the Syro-Palestinian region is recognized, however.
Together with the official seat in Istanbul, the ancient patriarchates of Antioch and
Alexandria were considered under his authority. In the face of that, the Roman Church
was represented by the “Guardian Father”, who was a reference for both local and
foreign believers (i.e. the French and the Venetian ambassadors, their families and
other co-religionists).13

Life in Jerusalem, According to the “Croniche di Terra Santa”
Verniero’s account of Franciscan life in Jerusalem gives us a sense of unease, of subtle
yet profound hostility shown by the city’s inhabitants to one another, whether they
be Muslims, Jews or Orthodox Christians. Franciscans, as non-lay figures, generally
employed themselves in charitable or other missionary activities that permitted them
to maintain their presence and a “Catholic” control over holy sites. When adverse
situations arose, they relied on Christian powers (mainly Venice, France and the
papacy itself) represented by ambassadors at the Sultan’s court.
Notwithstanding the Franciscans’ sobriety, it is significant to recall the spirit that
motivated the friars: expressions such as “stones decored of Christ’s blood”14 or
“pass away to Heaven’s delightfullness and go towards the death by martirdom”15
were common in their writings. Furthermore, the monks called themselves and were
recognized as ‘Franks’ (French), an indication of social status more than geographical
affiliation. As French, they were seen as enemies and were suspected of viewing
Jerusalem with covetous eyes. The legacy of the Crusades was still alive.
There are examples, for instance, of singular or collective claims against the ‘Franks’
that cast light on popular perceptions. The attitude behind the accusations betrays a
common fear that the friars could host Christian (read: French) armies who would take
aggressive action and besiege the city.
The case of the monastery of Mount Zion is illustrative. The issue began in 1522
when a Jew informed against the friars residing in the convent. They were reportedly
celebrating their rites in the Cenacle Chapel without taking care of the Tomb of
Prophet David underneath it. A sheikh, informed by the Jew, took advantage of this
testimony in order to deprive the monks of that strategic site and transform it into a
mosque. A case was opened that eventually led to the loss of the convent in 1551. It
is noteworthy, however, that the slow process of dispossession involved the entire
Ottoman hierarchy, from the qadi (judge) to the sultan, as well as their Christian
counterparts. Moreover, rudimentary means of communication impeded a direct
application of orders, thus offering the victims an opportunity to appeal to a higher
ranking representative.16 In fact (Golubovich added in a historical reconstruction),
while the sheikh made a plea to the sultan and the sultan himself asked the pasha
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of Damascus to intervene in order to “move the friars from the convent and find an
alternative location” (translation mine), in 1525 the guardian father obtained a second
firman (order) that was more favourable. This time, the grand vezir was in charge of
carrying out the order and thus the monastery was divided between the Latins and the
Muslim sheikh. The latter acquired David’s Tomb and some rooms but was told “[the
Franciscans] should not be bothered anymore”.17
This co-habitation was troubled and disputes reoccurred. This time, a new institutional
intervention bricking up the doorway between the two parts established the route to
be walked by the monks in order that they not disturb the neighbours. Yet the sheikh
persevered, interference from Christian representatives as a means of restoring ‘Latin’
possession over the place proved useless, and in 1551, the property was lost.18 A firm
reply from European powers–first the ambassadors at court, the Venetian doge, then
the French monarch–arrived quickly, but Sultan Suleiman’s answer was that he could
not contravene Islamic law, the source of right and of his own power, which prescribes
that a church converted into a mosque cannot be reverted to the previous function
(“as it would have been in France,” Suleiman added). However, it was assured that
compensation would be granted. After temporary residence in a small place called
“bakery house”, seven years later, the guardian father chose an old structure, St.
Saviour Convent, belonging to Georgians.19
Once the guardian father submitted his request to the qadi, the mufti (jureconsult) and
the sanjaq-bey (district governor), obtained a favourable ruling allowing the ‘Latin’
community to move. A further step was undertaken to settle the question officially: the
local diwan (assembly), made up of high-level local functionaries, notables, and the
representatives of both Franciscans and Georgians was convened, and the decision was
ratified. Lastly, the Franciscan superior decided to complement the judgement with a
formal act of purchase, paying the Orthodox Georgians 1,200 gold coins.20
That decision proved convenient when, in 1595, the newly-appointed Georgian
superior claimed his rights to the place. Verniero reports of a formal petition made
by the Georgians to the qadi. Although he presumed that the Georgians tried to
influence the judge with money, the intervention of Christian ambassadors resulted in
a resolution on behalf of the ‘Latins’.21
Controversies between Christian communities were not uncommon, posed not only
over religious places but also over civil accommodations. In 1544, the guardian father
had to make a plea to Istanbul to validate the acquisition of a contested house: “…I
don’t know if by Turks or other Christians.”22
Other cases were registered around repairs. In 1549 in Bethlehem, and in 1555 in
Jerusalem, because of Franciscan works on damaged holy shrines, Greek Orthodox
monks denounced the Latins, charging that they were actually carrying out illegal
actions, such as the construction of fortifications.23
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Once freed from a long period of imprisonment to which they were subjected after
Suleiman’s defeat, the friars found out that Copts and Armenians had modified
arrangements within the Church of Holy Sepulchre; not only some of their properties
were missing, but they were also deprived of the customary procession they used to
hold on Easter.24 This episode allows us to suppose, together with Cohen that, despite
formal prohibitions on conducting religious ceremonies, ringing bells or riding
animals in public, in fact, amendments were carried out. In a detailed description
about Easter rituals, Verniero tells us that the guardian father, for example, used to ride
a donkey across Josaphat valley and the Gethsemane. The liturgy was a sort of public
feast in which devotees and passers-by took part. Moreover, because public occasions
triggered excitement, upon the friars’ demand, the liturgy was escorted by jannissaries
(the Imperial Army), who intervened in case of hostile intrusions.25
It is possible to conclude from the writings that missionary life in Jerusalem at that
time was not easy, characterized by the role and position adopted by religious people,
and a demand for austere conduct almost close to self-sufficiency. Whether local
people saw this as wary distance, or whether the attitude was a by-product of cultural
and political dynamics, both internal and external, it is not simple to say.
Generally, I argue here that forms of collaboration and negotiation existed. Although
communities probably did not feel a sense of solidarity as subjects under the same
ruler, or experience conditions that might cement a sense of belonging, when common
intentions became apparent, nevertheless, cooperation did emerge.26

Shari’a Court Records: A Different Perspective?
The documents analyzed by Cohen come from the Jerusalem Shari’a Court and
concern daily activities supervised by the qadi. As the head of the court, he was locally
responsible for the application of Islamic law; this meant that he had to supervise or
ratify acts of purchase, inheritance, petitions, market and ‘ammam inspection, as well
as the implementation of imperial firmans. The official papers, therefore, provide an
opportunity to read through everyday actions, and shed light on interactions of the
composite populace of Jerusalem.
It is important to say that in the court’s records, broad denominations are used. To
describe religious affiliation, for example, the word ‘Christian’ (in Arabic ‘al-Nasara’)
is used to specify the whole ‘bloc’, without taking into account the many different
congregations.27
Periodically, when the case requires it, some details are provided. The term
‘Franciscan’ appears, for example, when a robbery occurred in the Franciscan convent
(the accused was exposed at the witness of three people, two Jews and a ‘Christian’).28
The denomination ‘Orthodox’ appears once in a record of a monk, serving as deputy
of the patriarch, denouncing an act of extortion in the collection of jizya (poll tax).29
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Other specifications are visible, such as the word ‘Ifranj’ to indicate both Catholics
and Jews with European origins30 and ‘al-Rum’ to indicate Greeks (which is to say
‘Greek Orthodox’). Aside from these episodes, it is possible to argue that detailed
identifications were not regularly utilized; it is not clear if this is due to inadequate
administrative instruments or the inaccuracy of the court scribe. More generally,
we can assert that ‘categorization’ in administrative or legal terms follows different
criteria than individual self-consciousness: Ottomans considered non-Muslims as
‘ta’ifa’ (collectively) or ‘dhimmi’ (singularly).31 In other words, the central Ottoman
concern was grasping the demographic composition in order to fulfil one of its most
remunerative activities: tax exaction. To verify this hypothesis, institutional documents
are helpful: surveys conducted by Ottoman functionaries are introduced in a study by
Bernard Lewis and Amnon Cohen.32 Although demographic changes are registered
within each single religious community, in the table regarding the collection of jizya,
non-Muslim peoples are grouped all together.

Taxes on ‘ahl al-dhimma’

Source: A. Cohen, Population and Revenue in the Towns of Palestine in the Sixteenth Century

Cohen asserts that some sort of recognition of the variety of cultural and religious
backgrounds of the population was exercised. In Jerusalem, for example, every
quarter (mahalla) had its own sheikh al-hara who was a territorial authority (often
assisted by local notables among which Cohen also found Jews). However, on a
‘communitarian level’, each congregation had a referee who acted as an intermediary
between governing functionaries and the community. The intermediary, in fact, was
in charge of collecting taxes among his co-religionists; he dealt also with matters of
public interest, signed official papers, and guaranteed debts. Most of the Christians
(Georgians, Copts, Armenians, Assyrians) recognized their ‘batrak’ (‘patriarch’) or
‘muntran’ (‘archibishop’) as a dignitary. Latins and Abyssinians had a representative
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of inferior rank (Franciscans, indeed, had the ‘guardian father’). Jews and Orthodox
deputies were officially appointed by the qadi (Franciscans did not comply with this
practice)33 but the nominee had to enjoy approval from its members (cfr: “members of
the Jewish community asked the kadi to appoint Musa b.Salim b.Murdakhay as their
spokesman”).34
On the whole, local practices of distributing functions, whether they were
administrative, such as ‘amil (tax collector)35 or na’ib (deputy)36, or consultative (cfr:
“the kadi appointed a head of the silversmith guild at the suggestion of the Christian
and Jewish silversmiths”37 ; or “Jewish dignitaries consulted over the numbers of
people liable to poll tax” 38; or “Christian dignitaries signed an official complaint
against Muslim immoral behaviour”39), seems to match imperial patterns of pleasing
different cultural groups in order to establish loyalty and secure trustworthy delegates.
With regard to public offices, it is important to underscore that there were cases of
appointees who used public power to extort money. This could happen when the jizya
was levied on non-Muslim inhabitants, but it was not uncommon for abuses to be
committed “without discrimination” (“Jewish and Christian silversmith complain to
the secretary of the revenue of the empire of an unlawful tax of 600 uthmani levied
from them annually. Upon inspection of the tahrir register he forbade any similar
levy” and “A delegation of spice dealers consisting of Muslim Christians and Jews
complained to the court of the high handed behaviour of the inspector of the market
against them. The court reiterated an earlier imperial decree forbidding the muhtasib
[inspector] from any interference in the trade or business in the trade dealers’
market”).40
In conclusion, from these examples, it is possible to imagine a lively urban life where
people, regardless of their origins or religious belief, cooperated and took part in
ordinary activities without suspicion or resentment.
A final case indicative of this is that of the new vegetable market. When the time came
to distribute the vendors’ boxes, which were 40, these were equally distributed among
the communities: 13 to Christians, 13 to Jews, and 14 to Muslims, who were, indeed,
the majority.41 It also suggests that there was no preclusion from certain economic
activities; other records in the sijill confirm members of each religious community as
associates of different local guilds (jewellers, blacksmith, butchers, and physicians).
To sum up, Jerusalem, as a circumscribed milieu, proves to be a lens for observing
how roles, institutions, and legal codes acquire meaning and how they are respected or
interiorized by single inhabitants and wider communities. In this sense, the ‘Muslim
culture’ of that time can be seen not as a static reality but a socio-historical outcome
in which priorities are imposed or negotiated according to social forces and dynamics
intervening on a specific territory.
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Organizing Palestine in the Sixteenth Century
It is widely recognised that the sixteenth century was a period of consolidation for
Ottoman governmental structure and military expansion. The Ottomans entered
Jerusalem in 1517 after defeating the Mamluks. At that time, they were already
backed by a stable imperial organization that provided them resources needed to
face the enemies that blocked their way to territorial enlargement. The organization
of the state was founded on the accumulation of resources by territorial acquisition
and massive fiscalization of commercial and agricultural activities, combined with
a specific poll-tax (jizya) levied on non-Muslim subjects, who were not required to
take part in military campaigns or recruitment. The objective was building wealth
and guaranteeing population welfare. The Ottoman sultan was the political, military
and religious chief, thus it was his duty to accomplish an “economy of plenty”42 and
redistribute assets for the prosperity of the “imperial flock” as a whole.
The imperial territory was divided for fiscal reasons into provinces (vilayet; singular
vilaya) headed by a chief (wali or pasha), appointed by the sultan, who was in charge
of maintaining order and raising taxes. Vilayet were further divided into smaller
districts (sanjaq), whose areas generally were cut around significant centres such as
Jaffa, Nablus, Jerusalem and surrounding villages and whose control was entrusted
to a sanjaq bey or mutesellim.43 Judicial districts (qada) might overlap administrative
sectors such as one sanjaq44 or transcend it.45 The qadi was the head of the court and
he was responsible for the qada. Despite holding a socially prestigious duty, the
qadi needed to be assisted by the sanjaq bey or his deputy (subashi, responsible for
the local police force) in order to perform his functions. Jerusalem was considered a
sanjaq, and it was included in the vilaya of Damascus, and thus entrusted to the wali
of Damascus.46
The sanjaq bey of Jerusalem was responsible for maintaining order and raising taxes,
which in that area meant also keeping Bedouin tribes in check, building fortifications
and supplying public works when required.47 Even if appointment to public office
was the prerogative of the central power–the wali, indeed, was generally an Ottoman
Turk–representatives in smaller districts were designated by the provincial governor.48
Fundamentally, the designation depended both on social status and on the capacity to
exert control over territories; during the seventeenth century, for example, the wali
of Damascus often farmed out the collection of taxes to certain sheikhs in order to
reach a compromise with recalcitrant local chiefs. Obviously, this could result in a
precarious balance and threaten official hierarchy.
In conclusion, administrative organization served to fulfil activities that were
fundamental to supporting the Ottoman imperial structure: the collection of taxes
and strict control over the territorial domain. Compartmentalization of tasks
and responsibilities occurred in response to inspection needs and application of
government dispositions. The relevant literature reports the need for a certain
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An Ottoman-era inscription in the stained glass of the Mount Zion church.
Source: www.sacred-destinations.com, © Lane Greene.
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flexibility in demarcation of territories and functions; this also varied with the
individual and his authority.
It appears from the outside looking in that a vague definition of limits, whether
about districts or duties, resulted from an insufficient rationalization of governmental
activities. Some scholars, though, attribute this to utilitarianism. It should to be
considered that the low population density in some areas and the unavailability
of arable soil did not make supervision duties easy. On the whole, the Ottoman
organization of power contemplates suitability to the social and cultural heterogeneity
of the realm, producing a balance between self-government and adherence to central
authority.

The Legal Status of Non-Muslims
under the Ottomans and in Islamic Law
In order to raise more general questions, I will revert here to analysis of the
institutional documents, focusing first on the millet. In the period under consideration
(the sixteenth century), Cohen argues that he did not encounter terms referring to
institutionally-recognized religious groups. According to the Encyclopaedia of Islam,
the term ‘millet’ means “religious confession and, more generally, community or
nation”. We must wait, though, until the nineteenth century for the so-called millet
system, the indirect rule through which the Ottoman state dealt with diversity in its
regime and increased eligibility and order among various cultural and religious units.
Nevertheless, some scholars49 registered the institution of millet as an immediate
juridical and administrative device through which the Ottoman state intended to
manage relationships with subjects who maintained a different ethical and cultural
system. More specifically, this meant that a specific community residing within the
Ottoman domain, once it recognized the Muslim-Turk authority and submitted to its
rule, received protection in exchange for the payment of a specific poll tax (jizya) and
was thereby eligible for administrative, legal, religious and educational autonomy.
In this regard, Shaw asserts that Sultan Mehmet decided, once he seized
Constantinople, to appoint Gennadios Scholarios as the new Orthodox patriarch, thus
giving him responsibility over the Christian flock. This decision, more strategic than
moral, resulted in the constitution of the first millet (in 1454) and the attribution to the
patriarch of some autonomy in civil, religious, legal and fiscal matters. He received the
rank of ‘pasha’ and was provided with jurisdiction over Orthodox Christian followers.
Eventually, Jews gained the same privilege, headed by a ‘chief rabbi’ established in
Istanbul, as did the Armenians (in 1461).50
Despite this standpoint, Benjamin Braude, in a monographic study on the Jewish
and Christian presence in the Ottoman empire, posits that the millet system is a sort
of mythological construction. Although the origins of the term can be traced back
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to the Qur’an in the concept of ‘millet Ibrahim’ (which, in medieval times might
refer to Muslims and Jews, as well as Christians), it nonetheless does not account
for the ordinary classification of religious groupings as ta’ifa (group or community)
or dhimmi (person subject to dhimma), as shown in institutional documents such as
muhimme defterleri or sijill during the first centuries of Ottoman reign.
It is widely recognized, however, that Tanzimat reforms between 1839 and 1870 not
only introduced a revision in terms of territorial administration, but also outlined a sort
of chart of rights for Ottoman subjects, recognizing equality for all the communities,
in other words, millet, vis-à-vis the Muslim authority.51 It has been reported that those
norms were a consequence of European economic and political penetration from the
eighteenth century onwards. In any case, it is significant to sketch the theological
justifications provided in Islamic doctrine regarding the acknowledgement of other
religious traditions, in particular the revealed religions. Thus, the heuristic value of the
study of institutional documents and private records is the opportunity to investigate
principles, concepts, procedures pertaining to social organization and, accordingly, the
intellectual development of social institutions.
With respect to this perspective, it is interesting to consider the concept of dhimma
(a pact of protection) that links Muslim and non-Muslim. As a Qur’anic concept,
Bosworth maintains that it is cited only twice (8, 10:9).52 In a sura that expresses a
profound hostility towards idolaters, requiring Muslims to triumph over them, the
“People of the Book” (“ahl al-kitab”) are afforded security, provided that they pay the
jizya and accept the pact of allegiance (dhimma). Those conditions determine the legal
status of confessions–inclusion, within the boundaries of dar al-islam.
Pacts, as formal agreements between individuals or parties, are a pre-Islamic legacy.
Religion, as Durkeim puts it, is a social phenomenon and it is society that reaffirms
itself through religion.53 The Prophet Muhammad, as a charismatic leader, was in
charge of achieving and preserving social integration even if that meant amending
conventional social behaviours. Muhammad, therefore, restored a well-known
practice, giving it new symbolic meaning.
It is significant to recall another source of Islamic doctrine in order to understand the
juridical assumptions that direct social practices; it is the Sira (Prophet’s Life), by
Ibn-Ishaq, where the “Constitution of Medina” is reported.54 The constitution marks
a significant passage in the history of Islam. It demonstrates how God’s envoy, in
622, established the base for the umma or Muslim nation. This affirms the political
and social relevance of Islam and extends the study of Islamic civilization towards a
multidisciplinary approach that considers the intersection of different perspectives:
juridical, theological, social and political. On these premises, Jerusalem represents an
analytical case study.
This section of my work, therefore, will focus on the religious dimension as a prism
through which to interpret social dynamics and point out some scientifically-relevant
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aspects. The contingencies that determined the codification of the Medina document
are interesting for investigating the social logics produced by religion. The new
community aimed at regulating the presence of pagan and Jewish groups. Towards
the former, there was an antagonistic attitude, while a co-operative disposition was
displayed towards the Jews. Careful scrutiny reveals a sense of inclusion: “the Jews of
Banu Auf will form a community together with the Muslims. To Jews their religion, to
Muslims their own” (translation mine).55 This norm agrees with the spirit of revelation of
the Meccan period. The prophet, in confrontation with his relatives, left Mecca, posing
religion and not family ties as a community adhesive. The following are among the
most significant verses reflecting this model of social organization:
[D]o not argue with the people of the scripture except in the
nicest possible manner–unless they transgress–and say “we
believe in what was revealed to us and in what was revealed
to you, and our God and your God is one and the same, to him
we are submitters.” We have revealed to you this scripture,
and those whom we blessed with the previous scripture
will believe in it. Also, some of your people will believe in
it. Indeed, those who disregard our revelations are the real
disbelievers.” (29: 46, 47)56
Eventually, during the so-called Medina period, action gained supremacy over
reflection and communication of the holy message. The content of the revelations were
more prescriptive, and new principles apt to the consolidation and the expansion of the
Islamic community would be acknowledged (5, 48-52):
Then we revealed to you [Muhammad] this scripture,
truthfully confirming previous scriptures, and superseding
them. You shall rule among them [Jews and Christians] in
accordance with God’s revelations, and do not follow their
wishes if they differ from the truth that came to you. For each
of you, we have decreed laws and different rites. Had God
willed, he could have made you one congregation. But He
puts you through the test of the revelations He has given each
of you. You shall compete in righteousness. To God is your
final destiny–all of you–then He will inform you of everything
you have disputed. You shall rule among them in accordance
with God’s revelations to you. Do not follow their wishes and
beware least they divert you from some of God’s revelations
to you. If they turn away, then know that God will punish them
for some of their sins. Indeed many people are wicked. Is it the
law of the days of ignorance that they seek to uphold? Whose
law is better than God’s for those who have attained certainty?
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Oh, you who believe, do not take certain Jews and Christians
as allies; these are allies one another. Those among you who
ally themselves with these belong with them. God does not
guide the transgressors.57
Faith thus became a political value (“…plutot c’est la seule vraie valeur d’ordre
politique, la seule qui donne à la cité sa raison d’ être”58). The values posed as the
formal structure of society determined the identity of umma, in accordance with the
Oneness of God, the pillar of Islamic theology. In reality, umma includes various
communities. Georges Corm states that if the verses of the Meccan period appear
‘conciliating’ and express a tendency towards ‘religious pluralism’, eventually
a different attitude prompted by the consolidation of territorial boundaries will
be inaugurated. The limits of ‘tolerance’ were drafted according to historical
circumstances, and the prophet faced opposition from Jewish tribes in Medina.59 This
provoked an ideological fracture in the constellation of religious confessions. Thus,
scriptures were assimilated to infidels and the word ‘kafir’, which in the Meccan
period designated only polytheists, came to include also ahl al-kitab.60 The diversion is
interpreted by Corm as a by-product of ‘monotheism’.61
This ethical-theological discourse is useful in order to evaluate the continuity or
fractures that develop in Qur’anic prescriptions, either in terms of fiqh (Islamic
doctrine) or in social practice. Antoine Fattal argues that access to the Islamic city is
generally granted to non-Muslims and it is managed through the juridical notion of
dhimma.62 Non-Muslims, as a result, are recognized as dhimmi and, consequently, they
acquire private and public rights–described in detail by the author–but not political
ones.63
This normative code, though, is not always implemented in this way: the four Sunni
schools of jurisprudence on the one hand, and the various political and social contexts
on the other, have an impact on legal dispositions. With reference to the Ottoman
empire, Turks, in order to discipline relations with Christian-mercantile powers
(Genoa, Ragusa and more particularly Venice), took advantage of political-commercial
instruments bequeathed by the Byzantine empire. An interesting dissertation about
Ottoman-Venetian diplomacy64 argues that juridical devices such as ‘aman’ (‘safe
conduct’) or ‘hudna’ (‘political treaties’) were utilized by the sultan despite conflicted
relationships with Venetians. It established not only commercial ties but provided
Venetians with privileges that allowed them to reside in Ottoman territory while still
maintaining Venetian ‘citizenship’, conduct commercial activities, own a house,
and profess their own religion. Those conditions eventually would be extended to
Franciscans and constitute a juridical precedent to the Capitulations (in 1535), through
which France would eventually acquire favourable commercial treatments by the
Sublime Porte.
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Conclusion
In Fattal’s analysis, Venetians would probably fall into the category of musta’min
(infidels who have penetrated dar al-islam, and provided with temporary safe
passage). What is relevant here, however, is that factual conditions, whether individual
or collective, are fundamental in the creation of norms and in determining implicit
behavioural codes and formal rules that are eventually implemented.
The Ottoman social and historical context, in fact, did not preclude other communities
from participating in bureaucratic and economic activities. Following Edward Said,
this historical example illustrates first that “far from being unitary or monolithic or
autonomous things, cultures actually assume more foreign elements, alterities and
differences, than they consciously exclude”.65 Second, it challenges concepts such as
‘nation’ and ‘people’, ‘right’ or ‘rule’, demonstrating how those terms are sociallydetermined.
As Louis Gardet explains:
[N]i jus sanguinis, ni jus soli; la religion fait la citoyenneté.
C’est l’umma […] Ce concept d’umma est delicat à
rendre dans les langues européennes.[…] D’après le droit
traditionnel (fiqh), le musulmane libre, de l’hors qu’il est en
terre musulmane, est citoyen du pays où il se trouve, même si
ce n’est pas sa terre d’origine, et peut, s’il en a les capacités,
y exercer toutes les charges à la fois civiles, juridiques et
religieuses propres à la cité musulmane. On voit dés lors
le problème posé depuis le milieu du XIXe siècle où, sous
l’influence du droit public européen, le concept de nationalité
s’est largement séparé, dans le pays musulmans, du point de
vue religieux.66
In other words, my objective in this limited application was to use a different
epistemological approach as a means of including the other’s point of view, as
required in the process of research.
In this sense, the scientific community, as Cultural and Postcolonial Studies show,67
should be ready to propose and elaborate subtler scientific instruments, ones more
sensitive to the peculiarities of the object and less bounded by disciplinary orthodoxy,
and ones capable of accounting for different social and cultural identities and
processes of affiliation. Doing so would be a concrete step towards the historical
reconstruction and cultural awareness that accounts for the inner coherence, both
cultural and institutional, of specific cultural and/or religious groups.
Carmen Caruso is a PhD student at the University of Catania. This paper was
presented at the 2nd World Congress of Middle Eastern Studies, Amman, June 2006.
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